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Top Research Highlights
Advancing Type 1 Diabetes Science
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JDRF Funds Testing of
New Drug for Diabetic
Macular Edema
In 2011, Lucentis became the first
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JDRF Partners With Dexcom
to Support the Manufacture
of a Smart Transmitter
Prototype for Artificial
Pancreas Research
Currently, artificial pancreas studies

generates a glucose number, and then

delivery of an artificial pancreas to all

sends that information to a handheld

people living with T1D.”

device, which in turn instructs an
infusion pump to release the right
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amount of insulin at the right time.

San Diego–based medical company

“In this current system, we have a
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are not conducted in real-life settings:

regular transmitter,” says Dr. Kowalski.

ture of a so-called smart transmitter
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receiver is the brains of the operation.
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With the smart transmitter, all of the

the number of devices a person would

of artificial pancreas systems, JDRF

electronics in the receiver—the brains

have to wear with an artificial pancreas
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connectivity among these devices—an

the manufacture of a smart transmitter
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people with T1D the freedom of move-
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The funding of this prototype will
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through and processed by the receiver.

commercially available.
“The big excitement here is that

JDRF will provide Dexcom, Inc.
up to $500,000 over 12 months in

New Study from JDRFSupported Researchers
Shows Stressed Beta Cells
May Provoke Development
of Type 1 Diabetes

artificial pancreas studies are projected

milestone-based funding to support

to go fully ambulatory in the next year

the development, testing, and

or two in the United States,” says Aaron

manufacturing of the smart transmitter.

scenario, researchers have long

Kowalski, Ph.D., assistant vice president
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known that something causes the

of treatment therapies for JDRF. “And
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pancreatic beta cells of people with
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type 1 diabetes (T1D) to die, but they

studies that we can, we need things like
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“In order for us to truly achieve

in the disease the beta cells began

hassle of being encumbered by wires

real-life outpatient studies of artificial

to fail. Are healthy beta cells being

and other bulky equipment.”
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targeted by a misguided autoimmune

that will allow people the freedom

reaction, resulting in beta cell death,
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and ability to move around, while

or are the beta cells being targeted by

(CGM) systems. Currently, these
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the immune system because there is
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something going wrong in the beta cell

sends information about blood glucose
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that triggers the autoimmune reaction?

levels from a tiny glucose sensor

the sensor to talk directly to multiple

While much of the focus to date has

inserted under the skin to a pager-like

artificial pancreas control devices. Now

been on the first option, a new study

receiver strapped to a belt. Using a

that the first outpatient studies have

by JDRF-funded scientists suggests

sophisticated computer program, the

started in Europe, the development of
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robust wireless-connection capability is
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as much a victim as a perpetrator in its

The smart transmitter would

own demise in T1D.

The study now provides evidence

“It really starts to shift the way we

that the beta cells start to experience

think about the role of beta cells in the

stress reactions early in the disease

progression of type 1 diabetes,” says Dr.

process that may then provoke an

Rakeman. “The more we understand

autoimmune response.

about how the disease is working and

The research, led by Sarah Tersley,

what events trigger it, the more we

Ph.D., and Raghavendra Mirmira, M.D.,

can understand about ways to stop

Ph.D., at the Indiana University School

progression, and treat the disease at an

of Medicine, was published in the April

earlier stage.”

2012 issue of Diabetes and is the first

With insight gained from this

to show that beta cells in a mouse

research, future studies can look more

model of T1D are not functioning

closely at how to rescue beta cells and

normally during the early stages of

prevent the disease.

disease before symptoms emerge,
providing new insight into how T1D

Key point: JDRF-supported researchers

starts and suggesting a potential

have found that dysfunction of pancre-

target for treatment. “We don’t know

atic beta cells precedes the onset of

a lot about what happens at the early

T1D in a mouse model of the disease.

stage of the disease, or what initiates

The study is the first direct demonstra-

progression,” says Andrew Rakeman,

tion that ER stress happens before the

Ph.D., senior scientist in cure therapies

onset of T1D in an animal model. These

and regeneration at JDRF. “But this

findings help illuminate the earliest

study shows that stress in the beta cells

stages of T1D, and suggest that alle-

is happening at the earliest stages, so

viating ER stress with drugs or other

targeting that stress early might allow

therapeutics might provide an avenue

us to prevent or slow down disease.”

for slowing progression and onset of

Inside every human cell is a small,
multilayered structure called the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) that
functions as a protein-producing
factory. In pancreatic beta cells, which
are specialized to produce and secrete
the protein-based insulin hormone, the
ER is especially active and can undergo
a stress response if overworked. Drs.
Tersley and Mirmira found that when
beta cells are unable to alleviate ER
stress, they appear to initiate a suicidal
signaling cascade, and it may be
the altered or dying beta cells that
trigger the autoimmune reaction that
is characteristic of T1D. If researchers
could find a way to alleviate ER stress,
or a way to help beta cells cope with
that stress, it might be possible to
prevent loss of beta cells.

disease.

